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Thank you to the 2022 Officers & Elected Trustees for your service!

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE & OFFICERS

Robyn Newhouse, President
Tani Sapirstein, Vice President
David Sloviter, Vice President
Molly Parr, Secretary
Joshua Vogel, Treasurer
Lara Curtis, Past President
Steve Dane, JEF Chair
Anya Griffith
Ronda Parish

ELECTED & APPOINTED

Michelle Anfang
Adam Deutsch
Carol Engelson
Betsey Freedman
Miryam Kabakov

Henia Lewin
Frank Roberts
Max Schnaper
Sarah Shtrax

Thank you also to all of our honorary members, past presidents, and agency representatives for your service!
Dear Friends,

As I end my first year as president of the board at the Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts, I am reflecting on the past year and wanted to share some thoughts. Though not without its challenges, including emerging from most of the restrictions of the pandemic, it has been a wonderful experience. I think we accomplished a lot.

Reorganizing the board and amending the bylaws was one part of making our Federation more efficient and effective in serving our community and supporting the greater Jewish community regionally, nationally, and internationally, especially in Israel and Ukraine. The Federation truly makes a difference, and we are part of that.

I am especially grateful that we are able to hold the annual meeting in person this year. And I look forward to working with the small but mighty JFWM staff, many of whom are new, especially our new (and newly retitled) CEO, Nora Gorenstein, and to making next year even better for all of the organizations and people we serve in the Western Massachusetts Jewish Community.

Robyn Newhouse, President,
Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts
Dear Friends,

Since taking on the role of Interim Executive Director in August 2021, and then becoming the Chief Executive Officer in April 2022, I have developed an even deeper appreciation for all of the many dedicated volunteers, staff, community leadership, clergy, and donors who make all of our work possible. Of course, for most of us, these identities are not separate: as a leader, staff member, and donor, I recognize the ways in which our roles overlap and expand. The commitment of many of our donors also serving in volunteer and leadership capacities, and staff also giving to support our work, demonstrates that the Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts is more than just a cause, a commitment, or a profession; it is one of our spiritual homes and an essential strand in the web of our network of belonging.

In the year ahead, I hope that each of you will consider the ways in which you connect with community and find fulfillment, and how you might deepen and expand your connections. There may even be a new project or initiative on the horizon from our Federation or one of our agencies that sparks your interest!

With gratitude,

Nora Gorenstein, Chief Executive Director,
Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts
Shalom Friends!

Philanthropy and community building is at the heart of the Federation’s mission. Your support enables us to meet the needs of the community allowing our community to remain connected and engaged. Continued collaboration and partnership in everything we do builds a stronger community in the present and the future.

Together, our Federation achieved a 2022 Gold Seal of Transparency with Candid. Candid is a leading database of nonprofit organizations that allows donors to know more about the nonprofits in their community and where they make an impact. When we work together to achieve our collective goals, with our Western Massachusetts Jewish mishpacha, what we accomplish is limitless.

Federation volunteers and staff, together with our generous donors, have dedicated themselves to addressing the most pressing concerns as our needs continue to evolve. The 2022 Annual Campaign, co-chaired by Molly Parr and Joshua Vogel, has been very successful in raising the funds needed to support our community in the year ahead. No other gift has the power to impact more Jewish lives than a gift to the Annual Campaign.

Looking ahead, I am energized by the abundance of generosity of our donors, volunteers, and community leaders to know that we can accomplish anything together. We were built to collaborate, support, and come together to provide for community needs, wherever they may be.

Wishing you and your family a healthy and happy 2023,

Bobby Naimark, Donor Impact Officer, Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts
FEDERATION STAFF

Nora Gorenstein, Chief Executive Officer

Sarah Bate, Rachel’s Table Teen Board Coordinator

Michelle Everett, Legacy & Stewardship Associate

Jodi Falk, Rachel’s Table Director

Totiana Garcia, Accounting Associate

Louis Katz, Grants & Philanthropy Assistant

Jay Levine, Rachel’s Table Program Coordinator

Claudia Mejia-Haffner, Marketing & Communications Officer

Bobby Naimark, Donor Impact Officer

Courtney Pupkin, Events Manager

Ellie Sesko, Office Administrator

Cara Michelle Silverberg, Rachel’s Table Gleaning & Growing Gardens Coordinator

Bruce Turcotte, Financial Controller
2022 IMPACT HIGHLIGHTS

Supported more than 304 programs & initiatives led by over 12 partner organizations and 22 beneficiary agencies

Provided $4,000 toward security for local Jewish organizations during the High Holy Days

Participated in Shine A Light Against Antisemitism to support 35 local Chanukah events and public menorah lightings across Western Massachusetts

Raised $23,000+ in Western Massachusetts to support NGOs in Ukraine and neighboring countries providing services to refugees and Jewish communities
“It was for this reason that Human was first created as one [person], to teach you that anyone who destroys a life is considered by Scripture to have destroyed a full world”

לפי כך נבנה אדם אחד, ללמדך, מי שמקדים נפש אמת ישראל, מלאה עולם מלא.

Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:5

What is J.E.D.I.
J.E.D.I. supports the Jewish communal ecosystem in creating a culture of belonging for all Jews and their loved ones while building bridges across socially and culturally diverse communities.

Why We’re Here
If we are to be a flourishing Jewish community that supports thriving Jewish life for the 21st century, we must ensure that people see themselves in all our organizational leadership and programs and that we lead with our civic partnerships with the same integrity.

Why J.E.D.I.
I. Human Dignity
We Have a Spiritual and Moral Obligation

II. It is a Fact
We Already are, and Becoming, More Diverse

III. J.E.D.I. is the future
J.E.D.I. Leadership Development and Competencies

IV. Flourish
Thriving Jewish Communities is not just about some of us, but all of us

V. Recruitment, Retention & Relevance
Jewish Engagement in the 21st century Depends on it

VI. Culture Wars
Identity politics, splintered community noise not nuance, misinformation, fear. Lack of Divine spirit.

VII. We are made for this
The Jewish Tradition has prepared this generation for healing more than any other.
HELP THE JEWISH FEDERATION OF WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS PREPARE FOR OUR CENTENNIAL!

Share your photos, clippings, and memories from years past, so we can celebrate our history together, from 1926 to 2026!

Email us: marketing@jewishwesternmass.org

Samuel Freedman Brith celebration Springfield 8/22/08
From Aizenstat/Freedman Papers at Wyner Center
Image courtesy of Ken Schoen
JEWISH FEDERATION IN THE NEWS

Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts: Fighting antisemitism takes unity, education

Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts names Nora Gorenstein as CEO
Local Jewish leaders attend Chicago general assembly

Local clergy reacts, discusses safety following deadly Alabama shooting

Ukrainian family appreciates America and dreams of going home

Jewish Federation, Rachel’s Table donate $5K in food cards for refugees

Leading Edge announces first cohort of Leading Executives

Western Massachusetts organizations seek ways to help Ukrainians and other refugees in time of need

Your Daily Phil: A new ‘donate now, pay later’ platform + Breaking the ‘stained-glass ceiling’

With Greenfield stop for ‘Humans of Israel’ exhibit, rabbi looks to provide discussion platform

Sharing light with the world: New 6-foot menorah unveiled in Easthampton

Jewish Federation temporarily relocates to Holyoke following JCC fire
In times of loss, there are no words to adequately describe how each of us feels, but in our Jewish tradition we gather in community to remember and celebrate the life of a loved one and our time together.

On January 17, 2022, we lost a very special member of our community. Over the years, many of us have had the pleasure of getting to know Bea Loevy and her husband Jay, and have been lifted up by Bea’s warm energy and enthusiasm. Bea demonstrated an incredible passion and caring for our community, the Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts and its Women’s Philanthropy and Rachel’s Table programs, and the Springfield Council of Jewish Women scholarship program, all of which she participated in regularly.

In celebration of Bea’s life, in 2022 the Rachel’s Table gleaning program was named Bea’s Harvest. Thanks to Bea’s vision, Rachel’s Table joined the gleaning movement 14 years ago. Designed to provide fresh produce to communities while educating people about hunger, Bea’s Harvest has worked with over a thousand gleaners and harvested over 100,000 pounds of produce since its inception. Sarah Maniaci, former RT associate director, spoke with Bea early last fall to talk about her experience founding the Rachel’s Table’s gleaning program. Bea said, “I’ve done a lot of administrative work, but really, I love a hands-on project. Gleaning was a passion for me.”

Each of us creates a legacy that we will leave behind, and we know that Bea’s will be felt by many people and programs in our community. True to her zest for life and community, Bea continues to be celebrated in all of the many programs and places where her impact continues to be felt.
In the early Spring, RT gave a $5K donation in food cards to Jewish Family Service of Western Massachusetts to support the organization’s New American Refugee Settlement Program. This is the second such donation to JFS in 2022 for a total of $11K.

The Growing Garden’s initiative kicked-off its first season in April with a training event at Robinson Gardens in Springfield. Since then, four agencies have enhanced/created gardens with/for the people they serve. RT also began work with its second-year agencies and external communities. It also received a $75K grant from the Arbella Insurance Foundation as well as $300K from the U.S.D.A. over three years to expand this program.

In May, RT held its 6th biennial Outrun Hunger 5K race/walk and 1-mile fun walk in Longmeadow. This year’s Outrun Hunger event attracted more than 130 runners and walkers of all ages! For the first time ever, this event was hybrid, meaning it also took place virtually!
In September RT turned 30. RT kicked off its anniversary celebration with The Pamela S. Finer Volunteer Appreciation Evening to honor its more than 200 volunteers for its dedication to the fight against hunger.

In 2022, RT was granted two $75K amendments filed by Sen. Eric P. Lesser and Rep. Brian Ashe, enabling the November purchase of its first refrigerated van and funding for its 2023 plans to expand its food rescue work and cover operational expenses. RT also announced a new partnership with MGM Springfield, and made these announcements at a ribbon cutting ceremony at MGM Springfield (pictured).

In July, a group made up of RT and The Gray House representatives, as well as Carolyn Fitzgerald’s family and friends, gathered to unveil a hand-made cart and plaque created to honor Carolyn — a beloved RT board member and friend of The Gray House. The gathering took place at The Gray House in Springfield, which provides food, clothing, and educational services to those in need.
2021 OVERVIEW
Giving & Impact

Total Revenue 2021: $9,783,695

- Portfolio Income & Gains: $7,761,031
- Contributions & Grants: $2,022,664
- 2021 Annual Campaign Contributions: $725,418*

Approx. 12.5% increase from 2020

*Includes pledges made after Dec. 31, 2021
Includes audited financials through Dec. 31, 2021
2021 OVERVIEW
Giving & Impact

Total Expenses 2021: $3,563,158

Approx. 20% decrease in expenses from 2020

Total Net Assets: $55,161,415

Approx. 11% increase from 2020

Includes audited financials through Dec. 31, 2021
INVESTED IN THE JEWISH FUTURE

Donor Advised Fund
Grants: $1,205,764.58
Community Grants: $162,238.56
Agency Distributions: $799,143.56
Scholarships: $73,623.72

CARED FOR THE VULNERABLE

Overseas & Israel
Allocations: $205,000

Through our partners JDC, JAFI, World ORT, P2G, and JFNA we supported Jews in need in more than 70 countries.

The Jewish Endowment Foundation of the Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts offered grants in high priority areas including security and Jewish education. Other grants include scholarships funded by endowment funds, and unexpected opportunity grants for local organizations. Individual donor grants are made through Donor Advised Funds.
The Star of David Society of the Jewish Federations of North America is an elite national recognition program that honors philanthropists who have endowed a minimum annual campaign gift of $10,000 with a Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment (PACE) or women’s Lion of Judah Endowment (LOJE) of $200,000, couples who establish two PACE funds at a minimum of $100,000 each, or individuals who create any permanent endowment of $500,000.

- Stephen Bennett
- Mitchell Berlin*
- Anne & Elliot Bloom
- Charlotte & Paul Bloom*
- Frances Cohen* in honor of Norman Cohen*
- Brenda & Alan* Curtis
- Marcy Eisenberg
- Lorie & Charles Epstein
- Susan & William Firestone
- Lynn & William* Fogle
- Betsy & Richard Gaberman
- Helen & Shefford Goldband*
- Albert Goldberg*
- Susan & Ronald Grodsky
- Anna P. Housen*
- Maurice & Lynn Katz*
- Alissa & Steven Korn
- Janet & Charles* Nirenberg
- Arthur Pava*
- Ann & Jeremy Pava
- Fay & James Smith
- Diane Troderman & Harold Grinspoon
- Ruth & Ralph Webber*
- Ruth & Franklin Weiss*

*Of Blessed Memory
GENERATION TO GENERATION SOCIETY MEMBERS

Each individual who makes a commitment of at least $100,000 to endow an annual campaign gift of $5,000 or more to support the Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts is recognized as a member of our local Generation to Generation Society and receives a beautiful crystal flame. Women’s LOJE commitments are included in this category.

- Kenneth Abrahams*
- Stephen Bennett
- Anne Perlo Bloom
- Charlotte Bloom*
- Elliot Bloom
- Paul Bloom*
- Sheila Budnick in honor of Alan Budnick*
- Paul Cohen
- Frances Cohen*
- Sharon Cohen
- Alan Curtis*
- Brenda Curtis
- Steven Dane
- Sherry Dickerman
- Marcy Eisenberg
- Charles Epstein
- Lorie Epstein
- Susan Weiss Firestone
- William Firestone
- Lynn Foggle
- William Foggle*
- Betsey Freedman
- Betsy Heit Gaberman
- Richard Gaberman
- Helen Goldband*
- Shefford Goldband*
- Albert Goldberg*
- Daniel Goodman
- David Goodman
- Harold Grinspoon
- Jeffrey Grinspoon
- Steven Grinspoon
- Ronald Grodsky
- Susan Grodsky
- Beatrice Hano
- Lynn Katz*
- Maurice Katz*
- Alissa Korn
- Steven Korn
- Zelma Lavin*
- Miriam Lieff
- Stuart Meyers*
- Robyn Newhouse
- Charles Nirenberg*
- Janet Nirenberg
- Ronda Parish
- Ann Pava
- Arthur Pava*
- Jeremy Pava
- Harold Rosen*
- William Sadowsky*
- Cathrine Fischer Schwartz
- Allan Skole*
- Fay Smith
- James Smith
- Diane Trodeman
- Ruth Wallace*
- Ralph Webber*
- Ruth Webber*
- Wendy Webber
- Franklin Weiss*
- Ruth Weiss*
- Nicolette Wernick
- Bruce Wintman

*Of Blessed Memory
PACE funds have been established to endow an annual gift to honor in lifetime or memorialize in perpetuity the following:

- Gabriel Auerbach*
- Joanna & Clay Ballantine
- Marjorie Berg
- Betsy & Joel Bertuzzi
- Laura & Arnold* Blake
- Amy Bricker
- Justin Cammy
- Jean & Edward Canter*
- Diann & Herbert Cohen
- Pudsie & Sidney Cooley*
- Lara & Dean Curtis
- George Dickerman*
- Phyllis & Mark Dindas
- Meredith & Ze’ev Dragon
- Eunice Elion*
- Margaret Epstein
- Steven Feldman
- Adena & Ben Falk
- Solomon Freeman*
- Jonna Gaberman
- Myra & Jerome Gold
- Susan & Marc Goldman
- Shirley & Herbert Goldstein*
- Edward Greenbaum
- Joshua Grey
- Sue Heller
- Mildred & Robert Kantor*
- Erica & Scott Kaplan
- Barry Kittredge*
- Susan & Edward Kline
- Karen Hirsch Kuhr
- Michelle Lancto
- Selma & George Lesnow*
- Iris Diamond Linson
- Bea* & Jay Loey
- Sharon & Jeffrey Mandell
- Pearl-Anne & Nathan Margalit
- Linda Minoff
- Ronnie & Ronald Nadel
- Esther & Morris Okun*
- Susanne & Robert Osofsky
- Evelyn Parish*
- Michael Paysnick
- David & Deborah Peskin
- Sue Polansky
- Florence & Simon Posnick*
- Nancy Posnick & Avi Kushner
- Anne & Jacob Robinson*
- Rose Sadovsky*
- Pam Smith & Mel Cohen
- Grace Sperling
- Leonard Tariff*
- Sara Weinberger & Mordi Kamel
- Dorothy & Zane Wernick*
- Herbert Wood

*Of Blessed Memory
DONOR ADVISED FUNDS

- Block Family Fund of Westfield, MA
- Ronni Susan Bloom Memorial Fund
- Isaac Goodman Chapin Donor Advised Fund
- Irving & Sylvia Cohen Family Philanthropic Fund
- Sharon B. Cohen Donor Advised Fund
- Alan & Brenda Curtis Philanthropic Fund
- Dean & Lara Curtis Donor Advised Fund
- Milton & Martha Dalitzky Family Foundation
- Muriel Dane Donor Advised Fund
- George & Sherry Dickerman Family Philanthropic Fund
- Mark & Phyllis Dindas Family Philanthropic Fund
- Epstein Family Donor Advised Fund
- Falk Family Charitable Fund
- Donna Feldman Philanthropic Fund
- Ann Feldman Memorial Heart Fund
- Steven & Donna Feldman Family Philanthropic Fund
- William & Susan Firestone Family Donor Advised Fund
- Joseph D. Freedman Family Foundation
- Richard M. Gaberman & Elizabeth Heit
- Gaberman Charitable Fund
- Ira Gaberman Philanthropic Fund
- Natan Gaberman Donor Advised Fund
- Jonna Gaberman & Bruce Wintman Family Fund
- Joshua Gaberman Donor Advised Fund
- Noah Michael Gaberman Wintman Donor Advised Fund
- Jonathan & Susan Goldsmith Family Donor Advised Fund
- Kathy & Daniel Goodman Family Fund
- David & Deborah Goodman Family Fund
- Dr. Bernard & Samra Gotlib Family Fund
- Harold Grinspoon Endowment Fund
- Leslie N. & Michael Grodsky Memorial Fund
- Lynne D. & Gilbert A. Haberman Family Charitable Fund
- Sheila G. Halpern Family Charitable Fund
- Herbert M. Halpern Family Charitable Fund
- Marjorie & Bruce Hambro Family Charitable Fund
DONOR ADVISED FUNDS, CONT’D

- Stella & Samuel Izenstein Family Fund
- JMR Fund
- Gabriel A. Katz Tzedekah Fund
- Nina Ruth Katz Tzedekah Fund
- Harriet R. & Richard R. Kimball Family Donor Advised Fund
- Kline Family Philanthropic Fund
- Alissa & Steven Korn Family Charitable Fund
- Rachel Korn Tzedakah Fund
- Neal & Estelle Lakritz Family Philanthropic Fund
- Stephen and Joan Levine Family Fund
- Miriam Lieff & Albert Goldberg Fund
- Jacob Alan Lubell Donor Advised Fund
- Joshua David Lubell Donor Advised Fund
- Robert & Susanne Osofsky Family Fund
- Jeremy & Ann Pava Family Fund
- Susan & Stanley Polansky Family Fund
- Charles L. Polep Family Charitable Fund
- Popkin & Budnick Family Philanthropic Fund
- Sarah & Will Richmond Donor Advised Fund
- Jacob Z. & Anne Robinson Family Fund
- Steven & Georgianne Roberts Donor Advised Fund
- Marsha & Paul Rothschild Family Fund
- James & Barbara Sadowsky Family Fund
- Ronald & Brenna Sadowsky Family Charitable Fund
- Sophie Schaffer & Family Philanthropic Fund
- Sally & Malcolm Schneider Family Foundation
- Naomi & Mickey Schoenberg Family Fund
- Barry & Jane G. Schulman Philanthropic Fund
- Daryl J. Schwartz Family Charitable Fund
- Dr. Jacob B. & Estelle G. Shammash Family Fund
- Morty Shapiro “Never Say No” Charitable Foundation
- Mark & Jane Sherman & Mollie Sherman Family Fund
- Samuel & Helen Skolnick Family Fund

*Of Blessed Memory*
DONOR ADVISED FUNDS, CONT’D

• Linda & Jerry Wainick Family Philanthropic Fund
• Wendy & Neal Webber Family Fund
• Franklin & Ruth Weiss Family Charitable Fund
• Stuart & Nanette Rubin Weisenberg Fund
• Jerome M. Wiener Family Charitable Fund
• Stanley T. & Karen J. Winer Family Fund
• Harold & Nicolette Wernick Special Fund
• Harold & Nicolette Wernick Family Philanthropic Fund

FOR THE BENEFIT OF AGENCIES & SYNAGOGUES

B’nai Torah

• Kenneth & Rosalie Abrahams Scholarship and Financial Aid Fund
• Alliance of Orthodox Congregations Cemetery Endowment Fund
• Congregation B’nai Torah Jewish Legacy Fund
• Kermit R. Barger Memorial Fund
• Beth Israel Sisterhood Endowment Fund
• Paul & Charlotte Bloom Fund Congregation Kodimoh
• Ann Filler Fund of B’nai Torah
• Congregation B’nai Torah Point-Pava Scholar in Residence Fund
• Dr. Louis Izenstein Memorial Lecture Fund
• Benjamin H. Katz Family Chanukah Fund
• Alliance of Orthodox Congregations Restricted Fund
• Kodimoh Sisterhood Endowment Fund
• Charles L. Polep Cong. Kodimoh Fund
• Muriel Schwartz Memorial Fund for Cong.Kodimoh
• Estate of Mitchell Berlin Restricted Fund
• Irving Shapiro Memorial Fund
• Paul & Charlotte Bloom Special Charitable Fund

City of Homes

• City of Homes Cemetery Association
FOR THE BENEFIT OF AGENCIES & SYNAGOGUES
CONT’D

New England Jewish Academy
- Hebrew High School of New England 21st Century/HGF Challenge Fund
- Charles L. Polep Hebrew HS of NE Fund

Hebrew Free Loan
- Hebrew Free Loan Association Restricted Fund

Heritage Academy
- Noel Burke Special Needs Memorial Fund Heritage Academy
- Edward & Jean Canter Heritage Academy Fund
- Rev. Joseph B. & Mrs. Lena Freedman Family Scholarship Fund
- Goodman Family Fund-Heritage Ac. Israel Study Tour Rest Fund
- Greenbaum Family Fund for the Benefit of Heritage Academy
- Heritage Academy 21st Century/HGF Fund
- Heritage Academy Endowment Fund
- Yetta & Louis Izenstein Education Fund
- Ida Margolis/Sheldon Saffer Trustee Restricted Fund
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for Heritage Academy
- Edward J. Naurison Memorial Fund
- Florence Naurison Family Fund
- Charles L. Polep Heritage Academy Fund
- Gertrude & Jack Popkin Memorial Scholarship Fund Heritage Academy
- Herman A. & Gail L. Rickless Academic Scholarship Fund
- Harold & Belle Rosen Charitable Fund
- Grenna Saffer Memorial Library Fund of Heritage Academy
- Weiss Firestone Fund for Israel Education at Heritage Academy
- Karl & Lillian Zuckerman Family-Heritage Academy Fund

Hillel House at UMass Amherst
- UMass Amherst Hillel Endowment Fund
FOR THE BENEFIT OF AGENCIES & SYNAGOGUES CONT’D

Hillel House at UMass Amherst
- UMASS Amherst Hillel Max Goldberg
- Jewish Living Community Fund
- UMass Amherst Hillel Herbert and Sayre Levi Fund
- David Liederman Endowment Fund for Social Justice and Community Service
- UMASS Amherst Hillel Saul Perlmutter Endowment Fund
- UMass Amherst Hillel Janice & Leo Rossbach Parenting & Family Life Programs Fund
- UMASS Amherst Hillel Diane Trodeman Fund for Jewish Women’s Programming

Jewish Community of Amherst
- Jewish Community of Amherst, Inc. Fund

Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
- Jewish Federation of the Berkshires Endowment
- Henry Voremberg Fund for Jewish Federation of the Berkshires
- Sinai Academy of the Berkshires 21st Century/HGF Challenge
- Dr. Michael Nathan Shute Memorial Scholarship Fund

Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts
- Elliot Bloom Family President’s Fund
- Herbert & Phyllis Cohen Family Fund for Immigrants to Israel

JGS
- Fred & Shirlee Cardarett Fund for JGS
- Jewish Nursing Home Restricted Fund
- Jewish Geriatric Services Agency Advised Fund
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for Jewish Geriatric Services
- Charles L. Polep Jewish Nursing Home Fund
- Estate of Mitchell Berlin Restricted Fund

Lander-Grinspoon Academy
- Lander Grinspoon Academy Fund
Lubavitcher Yeshiva Academy
- Nathaniel Haber Memorial Fund for LYA
- Kittredge-Webber Lubavitcher Yeshiva Academy Fund
- Lubavitcher Yeshiva Academy 21st Century/HGF Challenge
- Nathan N. Metz Memorial Scholarship Fund for Yeshiva Academy
- Louis & Sheldon Saffer Memorial Scholarship Fund for the Israel Study Tour
- Estate of Mitchell Berlin Restricted Fund

Mak'hela
- Mak'hela Agency Fund

Jewish Federation of Western Massachusetts:
Rachel’s Table
- Bernice & Joseph Kalicka Fund of Rachel’s Table
- Rachel’s Table Endowment Fund

Sinai Temple
- Jerry & Linda Wainick Family Fund for Sinai Temple Youth Program
- Ruth & Fred Weiss Fund for Sinai Temple

Springfield Jewish Community Center
- Fred & Shirlee Cardarett Fund for JCC
- Elion Memorial Fund
- Jewish Community Center Infund
- Jewish Community Center Restricted Fund
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for the Spfld JCC
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for the Spfld JCC
- Nadel Family Fund
- Charles L. Polep Jewish Community Center Fund
- Edith I. Rosenthal Fund
- Totsy Foundation-JCC Jewish Singles Program Fund
- Harry & Jeanette Weinberg Foundation Transportation Fund
- Estate of Mitchell Berlin Restricted Fund
- Paul & Charlotte Bloom Special Charitable Fund
FOR THE BENEFIT OF AGENCIES & SYNAGOGUES

CONT’D

Temple Beth El
- Frances B. & Norman N. Cohen Fund for Temple Beth El (formerly Cong B’nai Jacob)
- Irving & Mollie Merrill Scholarship Fund
- Beth A. Lieberman Niejadlik Endowment Fund
- Temple Beth El Cemetery Fund
- David & Ruth Bennett Endowment Fund for Children at Temple Beth El
- Shefford & Helen Goldband Memorial for Temple Beth El
- Simon J. Katz Fund of Temple Beth El
- Twenty-First Century Fund of Temple Beth El
- Totsy Fund for Sandi Kupperman Learning Center of TBE
- Ann & Stuart Barowsky Family Fund
- Paul & Charlotte Bloom Special Charitable Fund
- Morris & Esther Okun Memorial Fund

National Yiddish Book Center
- A & R Marshall Restricted Fund for National Yiddish Book Ctr
- Paul & Charlotte Bloom Special Charitable Fund

FOR NON-JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS

Baystate Medical Center
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for Baystate Medical Center

Community Music School of Springfield
- Jeffrey & Lorraine Katz Fund for Music Education

Mercy Hospital
- Arthur & Rebecca Marshall Fund for Mercy Hospital

Visiting Nurses Association
- Charles L. Polep Visiting Nurse Association Fund

Western New England University
- A & R Marshall Fund for Western New England College
RESTRICTED PURPOSE FUNDS

Children
- Brenda Jane Allen Memorial Fund
- McDonald’s Harold Rosen Children’s Fund

Individuals with Disabilities
- Eugene & Rhoda Zeller Family Fund

Elderly
- Joseph Izenstein Memorial Fund
- Anne Miskovich Restricted Fund for the Elderly
- Ida J. Salit Fund for Senior Life

Teen Israel Educational Travel
- Lloyd Bardach B’nai B’rith Scholarship Fund
- Jody Berg Memorial Fund
- Lillian & Philip Bessoff Simcha Restricted Fund
- Frances B. & Norman N. Cohen Memorial Fund for Israel Travel, Study & Programs
- Lynn & William Foggle 50th Anniversary Fund for Israel Study
- Melvin & Florence Lavin Fund for Israel Travel
- Nathan & Joan Libby Jewish Education Fund

Israel
- Irving & Mollie Merrill Scholarship Fund
- Fund for Teen Travel
- Totsy Foundation March of Living Scholarship Fund

Academic Scholarships (Jewish Students)
- Anna P. Housen Fund for Israel
- Fred Weiss Fund for Israel
- Sylvia Zucker Children’s Fund

- Edna Frankel (JEF) Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Hebrew Education, Culture & Israel Scholarship Fund
- Jonas B. & Anne R. Heit Foundation Fund
- Leslie & Beatrice Kahan Scholarship Fund
- Max, Frances & David Neigher Scholarship Fund
- Jeffrey A. Parish Fund for Study in Israel
- Aaron Posnik Family Fund
- Bertha & Abraham Ritterman Scholarship Fund
Jewish Education
- Ida & Harry Gaberman & Anne & Jonas Heit Charitable Fund
- Sally Grinspoon Fund for Jewish Leaders
- Marlene & George Kittredge Fund for Jewish Education

Jewish Women & Girls
- NEFESH-Nurturing the Feminine Spirit of Hope Fund

Missions
- Mission Fund: Businessman’s Mission Funds
- Steven & Donna Feldman Mission Fund
- Harold Rosen Memorial Fund for Missions to Israel

Professional and Leadership Development
- Frances B. & Norman N. Cohen Memorial Fund for Leadership Development
- Coopers & Lybrand Endowment Fund
- Maurice Kurn Memorial Fund
- Moriarty & Primack Endowment Fund

Springfield Council of Jewish Women
- Academic Scholarships
- Pearle Poltenson Aaron & A. Allen Aaron Fund
- Gertrude Adelstein & Sidney Adelstein Fund
- Stanley & Gertrude (Gerry) Asinof Fund
- Pauline A. Asinof Scholarship Fund
- William Barowsky Memorial Fund
- Lillian Benton SCJW Scholarship Fund
- Daniel F. Berg Fund
- Leah Ruth Chase Scholarship Fund
- Lillian R., A. Abraham Benton & Rose Corbert Fund
- Bernerd & Eleanore Dunn Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Harry & Claire Edelson Scholarship Fund
- Maurice & Eunice Elion Scholarship Fund
- Anne B. Frank Scholarship Fund
- Lucie Friedman Fund
- Janine, Marc & Steven Goldstein Scholarship Fund
- Maurice L., Selden E. & Herbert M. Goldstein Fund
RESTRICTED PURPOSE FUNDS CONT’D

- Shirley & Herbert Goldstein Memorial Fund
- Bea & Frank Hano Scholarship Fund
- Judy & Ted Ingis Scholarship Fund
- Gary A. Jennison Fund
- Sylvia B. & Benjamin H. Katz Fund
- Ida & Louis, Milton & Edith Katz Fund
- Bertha B. Kittredge, Alfred H. Webber, Ralph G. Webber Scholarship Fund
- Iris & Edward Krintzman Fund
- Mary Louise & Newell Nissenbaum Scholarship Fund
- Potter (Vera, Leon, Ivan), Sloane (Julia, Homer W.), Slutskin (Sofia, Maurice) Family Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Lenore F. Roberts Scholarship Fund
- Springfield Council of Jewish Women Scholarship Fund
- Ruth K. Webber Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Weltman Family Fund

Resettlement
- Local Resettlement Fund of the Jewish Federation

Singles
- Fund for Jewish Singles

Social Justice
- Adele Beck Memorial/Community Relations Council Fund
- Honorable Frank Freedman Memorial Fund
- Harold Grinspoon & Diane Troderman Fund for Social Justice

To learn more or begin the process of creating a new endowment fund, contact Donor Impact Officer Bobby Naimark, bnaimark@jewishwesternmass.org.
WE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE GENEROSITY OF THOSE WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE 2021 ANNUAL CAMPAIGN

**Shofar / Lion of Judah ($5,000 - $9,999)**
- Elliot Bloom
- Sheila Budnick
- Sharon Cohen
- Dr. Lara and Mr. Dean Curtis
- Brenda Curtis
- Steve Dane
- Sherry Dickerman
- Julie and Barry Federman
- Bill Firestone
- Lynn Foggle
- Candy Glazer
- Harold Grinspoon
- Bruce Hambro
- Nicole Illouz
- Judy Ingis
- Sue Kline
- Bob Kushner
- Robyn Newhouse
- Jan Nirenberg
- Susanne Osofsky
- Atty. Ronda Parish
- Ann Pava
- Cathrine and Roger Schwartz
- Diane Troderman
- Wendy Webber
- Susan Weiss Firestone

**Drs. Jonna Gaberman and Bruce Wintman**
- Arthur Pava Star of David Campaign Endowment Fund
- Edward and Jean Canter Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund

**Frances B Cohen Lion of Judah Endowment Fund**
- Franklin Weiss Generation to Generation Fund
- Lynn Katz Lion of Judah Endowment Fund
- MassMutual Matching Gift Center
- Maurice N. Katz Generation to Generation Fund

**Ruth Wallace Lion of Judah Endowment Fund**
- Ruth Webber Lion of Judah Endowment Funds (LOJE)

**Ruth Weiss Lion of Judah Endowment Fund**
- Shefford Goldband Generation to Generation Fund
**Chai Society / Pomegranate ($1,800 - $4,999)**

- Rebecca Barron and Tovy Kamine
- Anne Bloom
- Drs. Karen Mendelsohn and Jeffrey Cossin
- Jane Engelman
- Dr. Richard Engelman
- Dr. George Falk
- Drs. Randi Cooley and Gregory Faust
- Donna Feldman
- Harlene Ginsberg
- Rhonda Goldberg and Adam Peck
- Danny Goodman
- Peggy Grodd
- Arthur Grodd
- Lisa Katz
- Dr. Mitch Kupperman
- Miriam Lieff
- Dr. Vicki Luftman
- Sherry and Jeffrey Mandell
- Brenda and Zane Mirkin
- Dr. Ron and Mrs. Ronnie Nadel
- Dr. Moses Pava and Ms. Vivian Newman
- Sue Polansky
- Georgianne and Steve Roberts
- Joan Rosenbaum
- Atty. Paul Rothschild
- Atty. Jonathan and Atty. Tani Sapirstein
- Naomi Schoenberg
- Dr. Jerry Schreibstein
- Dr. Jacob and Mrs. Estelle Shammash
- Dr. Arthur and Mrs. Amy Sher
- Mickey Shrair
- Atty. David Shrair
- Dr. Jon and Mrs. Kim Starkman
- Richard Werman
- Talya Wintman
- Shoshana Wintman
- Alan Curtis Generation to Generation Society Fund
- Charlotte Bloom Lion of Judah Endowment Fund
- Eunice K. Elion PACE Fund
- Harold Grinspoon Foundation
- Harold Rosen Generation to Generation Fund
- Helen Goldband Lion of Judah Endowment Fund
- Herbert & Shirley Goldstein PACE Fund
- Jacob Z. & Anne S. Robinson Perpetual Annual Campaign Fund
- JEF Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Restricted Fund (PACE)
- Kenneth and Rosalie Abrahams Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment
- Laura and Arnold Blake PACE Fund
- Paul Bloom Generation to Generation Society Fund
- Ralph G. Webber Generation to Generation Society Fund
- Solomon Freeman PACE Fund-Jewish Federation
- The EIS Foundation Inc.
- William Sadowsky Generation to Generation Fund
- Zane & Dororthy Wernick PACE Fund

**Ben Gurion / Morasha ($1,000 - $1,799)**
- Anonymous
- Liz Bramson and Peter Benjamin
- Margie and Eric Berg
- Dr. Ron Berger
- Muriel Dane
- George Dickstein
- Steven Feldman
- Atty. Dick Gaberman
- Dr. Alan and Mrs. Bette Gerstein
- Dr. Richard Goodman
- Dr. Mark and Mrs. Ronda Jackowitz
- Candace and Robert Kahan
- Natalya and Oleg Kofman
- Atty. Stephen Krevalin
- Dr. Neal Lakritz
- Dr. Martin and Mrs. Joan Lesser
- Jay Loevy
- Dr. Karen Helfer and Mr. Richard Madowitz
- Doris Margolis
- Dr. Lawrence and Mrs. Myrna Metz
- Ina Porth
- David Sloviter
- Dr. Michael Sorrell
- Drs. Barbara and Leon Stechenberg
- Atty. Ron and Mrs. Janet Weiss
- Karen Winer
- Estelle Zuckerman
- Leonard Tariff PACE Fund
- Pudsie and Sidney Cooley Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
- Republican
- Zelma Lavin Lion of Judah Endowment Fund

**Mitzvah / Gefen ($365 - $999)**
- Dr. Fredric Brownstein
- Dr. Herbert and Mrs. Diann Cohen
- Atty. Robert and Mrs. Kimberly Dambrov
- Amy Dane
- Cathy and Joe Dorison
- Sam Dubrinsky
• Carol Engelson  
• Atty. Michele Feinstein  
• Betsy Gaberman  
• Dr. David and Mrs. Roberta Gang  
• Atty. Jonathan and Mrs. Susan Goldsmith  
• Diane Goodman  
• Dr. Karen Shore and Mr. Ken Gorenstein  
• David Gorin  
• Bruce Hochberg  
• Drs. Paula and Barry Izenstein  
• Janet Kalicka  
• Ronnie Leavitt and Richard Alpert  
• Ginny and Adrian Levsky  
• Henny Lewin  
• Charlotte Meyer  
• Atty. Jay Michelman  
• Drs. Vivian Miller and Cary Dash  
• Jerry Munic  
• Dr. Bob Osofsky  
• Sydney Perry  
• Rona Rosen  
• Dr. Alan and Mrs. Rachel Sampson  
• Nancy and William Squires  
• Barbara and Bruce Winer  
• Rose Sadovsky PACE Fund  
• Simon and Florence Posnick Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund  
• Melvyn Altman  
• Ann Ruth and Stuart Barowsky  
• Dr. Max Chorowski  
• Dr. Edward Gerstein  
• Sydney Hirsch  
• Jerry Hirsch  
• Shirley and Alan Levitz  
• Rhoda Mandell  
• Dr. David and Mrs. Karen Mernoff  
• David Morse  
• Marsha Shapiro  
• Mildred and Robert Kantor PACE Fund  

**Sustainer / Jewel**  
($180 - $364)  
• Matthew Allen  
• Reverend David and Mrs. Sharon Aminia  
• Drs. Michelle and Stuart Anfang  
• Steve Balicki  
• Cantor Elise Barber  
• Janet Bowdan and Blair Barondes  
• Shelley Barron  
• Margie Bloom  
• Dr. Fred Bloom and Ms. Leslie Matlen  
• Dr. Alan and Mrs. Susan Burstein  
• Norman Cashton  
• Lori Chase  
• Marjorie and Sidney Chase  
• Robert Cohen
• Elizabeth Gouverneur and Richard Cohen
• Dr. Steven and Mrs. Linda Cooper
• Barbara Corcoran
• Bradford Cowen
• Ann Cowen
• Lynn and Bob Dashevsky
• Dr. Richard Elfman
• Rabbi Edward and Mrs. Merle Feld
• Neil Fieldman
• Diane and Douglas Gnepp
• Ellen and Mark Gold
• Dr. Norbert Goldfield and Ms. Sandra Matthews
• Dr. Marc and Mrs. Suze Goldman
• Dr. Dennis and Mrs. Miriam Gordon
• Shirley Graziani
• Anya and Don Griffith
• Ossie Hanauer
• Elaine and Steven Horowitz
• Dr. Ted Ingis
• Marci Jackson
• Dr. Tony Jackson
• Miryam Kabakov and Mara Benjamin
• Helena Friedman and Jeffrey Kamenetz
• Drs. Jacqueline and Erica Kates
• Joan Katz
• Drs. Geri Kleinman and James Katz
• Rabbi Debra Kolodny
• Rabbi Noach Kosofsky
• Rosaleen Lewis
• Heather Lieber
• Roberta Miller
• Dorothy Nemetz and John Todd
• Roberta and James Orenstein
• Molly and Richard Parr
• Rabbi Saul Perlmutter and Ms. Shoshana Zonderman
• Lesly and Charlie Reiter
• Caryn Resnick
• Atty. Daniel Rothschild
• Stanley Rubinstein
• Dr. Richard and Mrs. Helene Segool
• Richard Seldow
• Jennell Sorrell
• Dr. Steven Steiner
• Alice Thomas
• Dr. Arnold and Mrs. Joan Vogel
• Marsha Weitz
• Rabbi Shlomo and Mrs. Chana Yaffe
• Albert Winer Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
• George & Selma Lesnow Perpetual Annual Campaign Endowment Fund
• Morris & Esther Okun Memorial Fund
• Network for Good

Supporters
($1 - $179)

• Patrick Cahill
• Mallory Caplan
• William Caplin
• Laura Carlton
• Jacob Chernick
• Janet Chevan
• Julia Chevan and Patricia Jung
• Geeta Chitre
• Adele Citron
• Stephanie Clarke
• Cathy and Joseph Cohen
• Shirley Cohen
• Dr. Melvin Cohen
• Judith Cohen
• Professor David and Ms. Doris Cohen
• Jane Lindfors and Bernie Cohen
• Rabbi Andrea Cohen-Kiener
• Claire Cohen-Stelzer
• Margaret Cohn
• Bruce Colton
• Rona Conrad
• Joyce Contois
• Ronald Corn
• Aliza Davidi
• Katherine DeLorenzo
• Carrie Diehl
• Phyllis Dindas
• Mark Dindas
• Lyudmila Dubinchik and Eugene Norkin
• Elizabeth Dyer
• Master Ari Edelson
• Bonnie Elfman

• Cleo Gorman and Ronald Ackerman
• David Albert
• Alan Alpert
• Elliot Altman
• Sharon Band
• Dr. George and Mrs. Gail Baquis
• Randy Barr
• Judith Bauer
• Susan and Stephen Berezin
• Dr. Alan Berkenwald and Ms. Joan Schaffer
• Drs. Sherry Himmelstein and Kenneth Bernstein
• Dr. Lawrence and Mrs. Sue Bernstein
• Estelle Biegel
• Karen Blair
• Linda and Henry Blake
• Drs. Marilyn and Jeff Blaustein
• Sheila Blum
• Irving Boykan
• Laura Broad
• Jane Brodwyn
• Dr. Glen and Mrs. Lois Brooks
• Rebecca Brown
• Lori and Katherine Burroughs
• Ruth Burstein
• Esta Busi
Carmen Hartman
Dr. Bruce and Mrs. Sandra Haskin
Josette Henschel
Atty. David and Mrs. Beverly Hirschhorn
Janet and Herbert Hodos
Kelley Hogan
Miguel Hollander
Joseph Holmes
Lori and Steven Hurwitz
Andrea Jackson
Molly Jackson-Watts
Carol Jolly
Robert Kadis
Karen Kamens
Atty. Daniel Karpman
Hannah Karpman
Jessica Karr
Ruth Katzner*
Rachel Keller
Ed Kline
Ann Koenig
Lois Koltz
Dr. Jeffrey Korff and Atty. Shelley Steuer
Rochel Leah Kosofsky
Rabbi Raquel Kosovske
Daniel Kost
Jeffrey Krasner
Shelly Krems
Luba and Boris Kruglikovskiy
Paul Kuc
Karen Kuhr
Alice Lawrence
Ilene and Alan Lerman
Beth and Marta Lev

*Of Blessed Memory
• Elliot Levin
• Dr. Steve Levine and Mrs. Joan Kagan-Levine
• Carol Levine
• Olga Libfeld
• Felix Libfeld
• Erika Liu
• Linda and Sheldon Lyons
• Meghan MacFadden
• Miriam and Lawrence Mackler
• Deborah Mager
• Carole Magidson
• Caelum Massicotte
• Linda Mathis
• Anne Maxfield
• Claudia Mejia-Haffner
• Carolyn Mernoff
• Dr. Stephen Metz
• Ann Mick
• Martin Miller
• Bernard Milstein
• Michael Morris
• Jaime Morton
• Juanita Moss
• Laura Muller
• David Neigher
• Lisa Newman
• Debra and Andrew Okun
• Lee Orenstein
• Faye Orenstein
• David Orr
• Elaine Parmett
• Ayumi Parsons
• Barbara and Herbert Passo
• Samuel Pava
• Beverly Pava
• Volo Pen
• Rachil Pen
• Miriam and Arthur Petelle
• Linda and Tom Pickreign
• Maureen and Stephen Posner
• Jeanne Potash
• Riv-Ellen Prell
• Cornelius Que
• Monroe Rabin
• Marlene Rachelle
• Keren Rhodes
• Sarah and Will Richmond
• Annie Rivera
• Maxwell Robbins
• Barbara Roberts
• Dr. Michael Rosen*
• Sylvia Rosen
• Jody Rosenbloom and Joel Kaminsky
• Joan Rosner
• Elissa Rubinstein
• Eileen Rutman
• Mark Sadowsky
• Dr. Henry and Ms. Evelyn Salz
• Jodi Salzman
• Harriet Samol
• Alexander Samol
• Marysa and Anthony Santos
• Jane Schulman
• Tal Schulman
• Breanne Schwartz
• Mari Schwartzter

*Of Blessed Memory
• Ariella Schwell and Roger Magnus
• Susan Scott
• Gail Seefeldt
• Irving Seidman
• Lynne Shapiro
• Philip Sharkey
• Susan Shenkman
• Lidia and Remir Shtrom
• Elaine and Kenneth Shusterman
• Lou Silver
• Nina Sitron
• Fay Smith
• Selwyn Smith
• Linda Solomon
• Dr. Michael Solon and Ms. Tina deMeza
• Wendy Soref
• Debora Sperling
• Grace Sperling
• Linda and George Spitz
• Sadie St. John
• Michael Starr
• Michael Stasiowski
• Penny Stein
• Jane Stein
• Adele Steinberg
• Carol Steiner
• Marsha Stone
• Jennifer Storey and Howard Wein
• Dr. Rachel Ivker and Mr. Dennis Sullivan
• Shana Sureck
• Patricia and Stephen Sussman

• Deboroh Tannen
• Naomi Tannen
• Milton Thomas
• Jordan Thomas
• Jocelyn Tobin and Stuart Weissman
• Corrie Trattner
• Gregory Traub
• Josh Vogel
• Judith and Stuart Warshaw
• Joyce Weinbaum
• Elaine and Matthew Weiner
• Candace Weiner
• Atty. Gary Weiner
• Tarin and Tad Weiss
• Susan Weiss
• Lauren Werman
• Jennifer Whitehill
• Earl Winer
• Sarah Miles and James Winston
• Jacqueline and Jerry Wise
• Martin Wohl
• Rabbi Yakov Wolff
• Dr. Steven and Mrs. Tara Wolman
• Robyn Wynn
• Ryan Zeller
• Robert Zimmerman
• Edith Zive
• Lois Zuckerman and Steve Levy
• Northeast Law Group
• S&P Global Foundation
Your generosity and leadership helped fund the needs of our community and global partners in 2022 and beyond!

Thank you!

To learn more, please contact Donor Impact Officer Bobby Naimark: bnaimark@jewishwesternmass.org 413-737-4313
Sign up for emails via this QR code:

Have you moved?
Changed your email address?
Gotten a new phone number?

Contact us at (413) 737-4313 or info@jewishwesternmass.org